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Why... is bubble gum pink?

Because... elephants have big ears.

Why... does America have a flag?

Because... you answered the password correctly.

Why... do mammals have hair?

Because... rubber bands are stretchy.

Why... does the zoo have animals?

Because... you can't judge a book by its cover.

Why... does a tree have leaves?

Because... you are funny.
I capture things when they fly in me and very soon, I am in.

Who am I?

I'm a rewrite of The Internet by Alec Finlay.
Concrete Poem

Go there! No, the one that leads you to... Danger?

A mixture of directions, just follow the lead. 

By T. Tabitha Goon
Mint - green leaf that is also a herb.

Lemon balm - smells like a lemon and is a herb.

Celery - a herb that could also be a vegetable.
Ode To Bossy Sisters

Annoying, Bigheaded
Sassy, Unruly, ambivalent, Despicable
Their defendant of siblings
I really don't know why
Gigantic, to girly, a pain in the back!
Crazy, for Gucci, scratch that in love
Helpful just kidding! Nice, No thanks!
tall
mall
Rule maul
Sleep in, Sleep out
Nerdy
Embarrassing

AGAIN! I say ODE to Bossy Sisters
Isaac Jiang
Sunset Flower

Joshua Lee

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seedproducers</th>
<th>Depth of planting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sunset Flower</td>
<td>3/4 inches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seed spacing</th>
<th>Days to germinate</th>
<th>Plant height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 inches</td>
<td>11-120 days</td>
<td>4-5 feet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Row Spacing: 1 foot

If you are sad or mad, look at this flower and your mind will be bright because this plant does everything right!

Seed... baby plant...

Sunset Flower!
Dear olive tree,

Thank you for making olives!
I had some pizza with olives and it was delicious!
Try not to drop all your leaves, we have to sweep them all up and it gets really annoying.
Also thanks for providing shade to my backyard.
I love the texture of your bark. Thank you for giving us oxygen.

Your admirers,
Emerson Moody
LEGOs

built by stepping on them

broker Thames playing with the figures while

by: FERNANDO PERELTA
"Where I’m From"

By Leela Raj-Sankar

I am from washcloths and coffee grounds,
Spilled tea and filled notebooks,
From the smell of rain the
feeling of wet mud on my bare feet
(mom yelled when I got it on the carpet)
I am from the tiny tree at the center of my cul-de-sac
that is finally taller than I am,
From my aunt’s visits and my mom’s banana bread
I’m from the wardrobe to Narnia and the Chamber
of Secrets
And from smudged eyeglasses
(I could never find the cleaning cloth)
I am from these memories,
These snapshots in time,
Captured before I disappeared
Into a world of my own making.
Futro
Futrousios Earthus

This over growing tree store its one seed in a hard, nearly intractable shell with a seemingly juicy fruit inside it. This outstanding tree can live from 1000-2000 years
Dear random tree on the ASU campus

I have a question for you, are you related to the speaking trees (Ents) in the Lord of the Rings? If you are, I'm going to have to ask you to thank your ancestors for defeating the Ork army at Isengard. I will also want you to thank your ancestors for saving Marry and Pipin from the Orks. Now all this depends on if you are related to the Ents, but there's a pretty good chance you are related to the Ents. Thanks again!

Sincerely, Simon Reynolds

Email to a Tree
Ghazal/Non-Places

Martina Shrift

A) “She’s/I wanted/this is all I can take!” the noise of muffled sobs. You don’t turn around.
Absorbing the emotions she spews into stagnant air. You’ll never know her face.

B) Baseball cap against her skin and bottle blonde hair between his fingers. You don’t turn away.
Infatuation made public under dingy fluorescence. You’ll never see them again.

C) “Ignore/don’t have to put up with/gets on our nerves.” You don’t turn the corner.
She returns and breaks into a smile that’s only visual. You’ll never bring this up.

D) The canals are bone-dry but stench still permeates the area. You’ll never walk here again.
His head lolls back against the scalding metal fence, chest. You’ll never forget the stillness.
There once was a fellow named Frank.
To be honest, his B.O. was rank.
He lived in a hut,
Inside his gut
And he was crushed to death with a tank.
Dear Red Oak Tree, you must’ve seen it all. Being here for hundreds of years, you have seen many things rise and fall. You’ve seen smiles, joy but also tears. Oh beautiful Red Oak tree, please share your wisdom with me.

— Alex Thomas
The Miracijewels

A long time go,

There were five jewels. These were the Miracijewels. Two of those jewels were the most powerful, the earrings of the Ladybug, which grant the power of creation and the ring of the Black Cat, which grants the power of destruction. It is said that whoever controls both of these Miracijewels, shall reach ultimate power.

* 500 yrs later*  Paris, France*  1925 *

It was a cold chilly day. Princess Diana was outside, strolling through the royal garden, she found a little box. She opened it and saw a pair of earrings. She put them on and she saw a kwami appear. She the kwami transformed her into Lady Bug.

* Montreal, France* 1925 *

It was a nice day. Prince Steve was swimming. He found a box. Inside there was a Black Ring. He put it on and he saw a kwami. It transformed him into Cat Noir.

Together Ladybug and Cat Noir saved the world from evil.
Weekends, weekends are so cool! I just want to go to bed everyday. I go to bed in my bed. However, I dream as much as I want, too.

By: Amber Yang
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good
animals
beach
Nature
chuch
bible
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camp
Thank you
Catalina
Ashley
Brooke
Sophie
Once, there was a little girl. "Why can't I be a princess?" she asked. One day, she met a pretty princess. The girl said, "Are you a princess?" The princess said, "Princess Kayla nice to meet you." The girl said, "I'm Katie! I want to be a princess!" Princess Kayla sighed. "I want to be a plain old girl like you!" They both said, "Let's switch!" Princess Kayla said, "I'm warning you, there are way too many parties!" "Yay! Parties!" said Katie. Princess Kayla sighed, but what could she do? Soon, everyone knew of Princess Katie and plain old Kayla.
There were 3 models. They decided to enter in a competition. They were all arguing about who was going to win. The sporty girl wore her prettiest jumpsuit. The gardener's daughter wore her flower dress. The normal girl wore her dress. The sporty girl won 1st, the gardener's daughter won 2nd, and the normal girl won 3rd.

by: Natalie Zhu
A new Poem
By: Brooke Zuluaga

Roses aren't just red
Violets can be blue
Beautiful means different and unique like me and you

You don't need to like pink or have to like blue
just be you
If we all wished on the same star, there wouldn't be any other stars to wish on.

If you dream big and try hard, you could do anything, even touch the stars!